
I Intro. (Apr. 6, 2008) 

 Having said that he was going to proclaim 

what he had seen and heard, which ultimately was 

eternal life, which exuded from and was and is of 

the essence of the Father and the Son, so that the 

joy of the apostles might be made complete, John 

now turned his attention to the matter of 

fellowship. Step one in the process of having it is 

recognizing the holiness of God (5:5). Living in 

accordance with His holiness is the only possible 

path to fellowship (5:6-7). Finally we must 

recognize our own sinfulness and confess known 

sin to maintain fellowship (5:8-10).  

 

II A Lifestyle of Fellowship (1:5-10) 

 A. Unambiguous declaration of the 

holiness of God (1:5). 

1. (vs. 5) In keeping with 

proclamation of the eternal life (vs. 2), John also 

announced that God is light and nothing but light. 

That God is both life and light comes as no 

surprise to us. John said about Jesus, “In Him was 

life, and the life was the light of men” (Jn. 1:4). 

That is a critical truth in connection with 

fellowship: “And this is the message we have 

heard from Him and announce to you, that God is 

light, and in Him there is no darkness at all” 

(Kai; e[stin [“As a copula, uniting subject and 

predicate…used w. a pron…w. demonstr. 

pron.”
1
] au{th [“subst…gener…w. ref. to what 

follows: w. a relative foll…W. o{ti 
foll.”

2
] hJ ajggeliva [“the content of what has been 

announced - ‘message, announcement.’”
3
; 

“message…of the gospel 1J 1:5, where the content 

is indicated by a o{ti—clause.”
4
; “to declare, 

announce {ana, up, angelloµ, to report}, is used 

especially of heavenly messages”
5
; “The 

reference…is to the word of Jesus {the reading 

epangeléŒa is a mistaken 

commentary}”
6
] h}n ajkhkovamen [“hear, as a 

passive respondent to levgw...learn or be informed 

about someth…w. prep., to denote the author or 

source of the information…aj. approaches the 
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technical sense learn {a body of authoritative 

teaching}”
7
; “hear, as a passive respondent to 

levgw...w. obj…tiv tino" hear someth. fr. 

someone”
8
; “it {hJmei'" embedded in the vb.} 

seems to refer to the author and other 

ministers”
9
] ajp! [“Basic mng. separation from 

someone or someth., fr. which the other mngs. 

have developed. In the NT it has encroached on 

the domain of Att. ejk, uJpov, parav, and the gen. of 

separation…To indicate cause, means, or 

outcome…to indicate the originator of the action 

denoted by the verb 

from”
10

] aujtou' kai; ajnaggevllomen [“gener. 

disclose, announce, proclaim, teach…Of didactic 

speaking”
11

; “signifies to announce, report, bring 

back tidings {ana, back, angelloµ, to announce}. 

Possibly the ana carries the significance of 

upward, i.e., heavenly, as characteristic of the 

nature of the tidings…in 1 John 1:5, R.V., 

‘announce,’ A.V., 

‘declare.’”
12

] uJmi'n o{ti [“that…as a substitute for 

the epexegetical inf. {acc. w. inf.} after a 

preceding demonstrative”
13

] oJ qeo;" fw'" [“the 

source…of wisdom, purity, beauty, joy, and 

glory.”
14

; Colwell’s rule says “‘a PN that precedes 

the copula, and which is apparently definite from 

the context, usually lacks the article”
15

{not the 

case here because this is a}…Qualitative 

Predicate Nominative”
16

; “absolute holiness”
17

; 

“light defines his 

nature”
18

] ejstin kai; skotiva [“darkness, 
gloom…fig., of the darkening of the mind or spirit, 

of ignorance in moral and relig. matters…Esp. in 

Johannine usage as a category including 

everything that is at enmity w. God, earthly and 

demonic”
19

; “With the exception of the 
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significance of secrecy…darkness is always used 

in a bad sense. Moreover the different forms of 

darkness are so closely allied, being either cause 

and effect, or else concurrent effects of the same 

cause, that they cannot always be distinguished; 1 

John 1:5; 2:8, e.g., are passages in which both 

spiritual and moral darkness are 

intended.”
20

] ejn aujtw'/ oujk e[stin oujdemiva). 
 Subsequent to the purpose statement of the 

letter that John wrote so that “our joy may be 

made complete” (vs. 4), and this based the 

experience of the disciples of first hand knowledge 

“concerning the word of life” (vs. 2b), he then 

moved on to explain some basic things about the 

Christian life, which further contravened and 

exposed the teaching of the false teacher for what 

it was, false. The incipient or proto-gnostics had 

invaded the readership with their deprecating 

views of Christ and how life was therefore to be 

lived. This John was determined to refute. The 

proto-gnostics held that Jesus was not the God-

man, but something less than that. With the view 

that matter was evil and spirit was good, it was 

inconceivable to them that Jesus could be God, 

that is, spirit, and man, that is, material, at the 

same time as one person. We have already shown 

that this was very wrong indeed. The material 

realm is not inherently evil because it is material. 

After all, God said it was “very good” (Gen. 1:31) 

when He made. It follows therefore that there is no 

contradiction in Jesus becoming and remaining the 

God-man for ever (Col. 2:9). 

Their dualistic view also made for some 

absurd views as to how life was to be lived. The 

ascetic Gnostics said that since matter is evil and 

man is matter and therefore evil, it followed that 

the strictest legalistic codes should be imposed on 

people to suppress the expression of this innate 

evil. Paul refuted that in Col. 2. The libertine 

gnostics took a radically different view. They held 

that man’s spiritual experience in his relationship 

with God was somehow above the material realm 

and therefore unaffected by it. It followed that man 

could do whatever the pleased in the body, 

including countless things that we would 

recognize as sin, for it would have no effect on his 
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spirituality. This John will soundly refute in this 

section. 

He began by pointing to the character of 

God Himself, for what is true of Him must be the 

standard by which we are measured. The vain 

speculations of the Gnostics provide no such 

standard. “Of course, in paganism, the mythology 

about the gods reflected their capriciousness and 

willingness to do harm…In the highly syncretistic 

religious atmosphere of the first century, pagan 

conceptions about the gods may have influenced 

heretical Jewish tendencies to produce an image of 

God that ran counter to true biblical revelation. 

The heretics may have thought of Him as having a 

nature that included both light and darkness.”
21

 

This is close to an eternal dualism perspective, a 

view in which it is imagined that evil is as old as 

good, and that there is an eternal battle between 

the two of them with no ultimate winner.  

However, John’s view of God came from 

Jesus Himself, whose character they denigrated. 

As John put it, “And this is (e[stin au{th points 

ahead here) the message (ajggeliva - or 

‘announcement’) we have heard (ajkhkovamen -
 ‘approaches the technical sense learn’

22
) and 

announce (ajnaggevllomen - in this letter) to you.” 

The content is as follows, namely, positively 

speaking, “that God is light (fw'"),” and negatively 

stated, “and in Him there is no darkness (skotiva) 
at all (oujdemiva).” We saw that the primary 

emphasis of God being light is not the literal light 

that apparently arises from his very presence as 

part and parcel of His very being and glory, but 

rather moral and spiritual light that denotes the 

boundless totality of sinlessness as fundamentally 

descriptive of His person. He is “free from every 

moral defect. His light is unsullied by any degree 

of moral impurity whatsoever.”
23

 On the other 

hand, as must be the case if the former is true, 

there is a palpable absence of “darkness,” that is, 

of moral and spiritual darkness, of anything evil, 

or even a hint of it, as John put it, “in Him there is 

no darkness at all,” or literally translated, 

“darkness in Him not is at all,” with the latter 

emphatically stated. The idea therefore that God 

can somehow have evil as a part of His being must 
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be eradicated. God’s character can no more be a 

mixture of good and evil than a brightly lit room 

could be mixed with darkness. The two are 

mutually exclusive. It cannot be otherwise. This 

should be obvious. 

It follows that wherever God is, something 

of the light His holy essence shines forth, exposing 

anything to the contrary. The question arises as to 

how man will respond. We know that the 

propensity of man from the garden of Eden has 

been to flee this dynamic of the divine presence, or 

somehow rationalize it away like the proto-

Gnostics; another way of staying in the darkness. 

The right thing to do for man is to come to the 

light and deal with the issue, which is first to be 

saved, and second to walk in the light, as we will 

soon see. 

 B. Living in accordance with His holiness: 

the only path to fellowship (5:6-7). 

1. (vs. 6) One’s verbal claims must 

match one’s conduct: “If we say that we have 

fellowship with Him and yet walk in the darkness, 

we lie and do not practice the truth” 

(jEa;n ei[pwmen [“abs. say, speak…w. o{ti foll.”
24

; 

“it {hJmei'" embedded in the vb.} is an inclusive 

we {the author and audience 

together}”
25

] o{ti koinwnivan [“association, 
communion, fellowship, close 

relationship…{have} fellowship w. someone…w. 

God”
26

; “a favorite term in 1 John for the living 

bond that unites Christians. It begins as fellowship 

with the Father and the Son {1:3, 6} by an abiding 

that commences here and is fulfilled hereafter 

{3:2, 24; 4:13}. It issues in the family fellowship 

of believers {1:3, 

7}.”
27

] e[comen met! aujtou' kai; ejn tw'/ skovtei [“
darkness, gloom…fig…of religious and moral 

darkness, of darkening by sin, of the state of 

unbelievers and of the godless, opp. fw'"”28
; 

“metaphorically, of moral and spiritual 

darkness…While skotos is used more than twice 

as many times as skotia in the N.T., the Apostle 

John uses skotos only once, 1 John 1:6, but skotia 
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15 times out of the 18.”
29

; “‘Darkness’ is common 

in John as a metaphor for the state of 

sinners”
30

] peripatw'men [“go about, walk 

around…symbolically, and far on the way toward 

the nonliteral use of the 

word”
31

] yeudovmeqa [“lie, tell a falsehood 

abs.”
32

; “to deceive by 

lies”
33

] kai; ouj poiou'men [“to behave or act in a 

particular way with respect to someone - ‘to 

behave toward, to deal with, to do to, to act.’…‘we 

lie and do not act in accordance with the truth’”
34

; 

“active…do, make…do, keep, carry out, practice, 

commit…do, practice virtues”
35

; “God is light, 

and hence we should do the truth in 

fellowship”
36

] th;n ajlhvqeian [“the Paraclete as 

the Spirit of truth insures ongoing revelation in the 

community…and this comes to expression in right 

doctrine {1 Jn. 2:21} and a right way of life”
37

]). 

 The proto-Gnostic notion that, spiritually, 

it is irrelevant how one lives, one is still at liberty 

to enjoy God, is a great myth, even if it is an 

obvious myth to us.  

Notice the if-then conditional nature of the 

sentence. So if the condition is met, then the 

conclusion follows. The history of the world is 

replete with examples of believers who say one 

thing and do another that contradicts what they 

said. Here we see that sort of incipient Gnosticism 

poking through that it is irrelevant how one lives, 

one may still enjoy a walk with God - not true says 

John: “If we (includes John and his readers - no 

reference to unbelievers here) say,” or lay claim to 

the notion “that we have fellowship (koinwnivan) 
with Him and yet” on the other hand, “walk 

(peripatw'men) in the darkness” the only 

conclusion that can be draw is that “we lie and do 

not practice the truth.” To explain, if we believers 

claim that we are currently enjoying fellowship 

with God, which is “a having in common,”
38

 in 
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“an association involving close mutual relations 

and involvement,”
39

 in being “on the same page,” 

as it were, and in agreement, while enjoying one 

another’s company in an intimate and growing 

relationship, communing as friend with friend, and 

at the same time, we “walk” or live in moral and 

spiritual darkness, that is, we are being controlled 

by the world’s system of the lust of the flesh, the 

lust of the eyes, and the boastful pride of life (1Jn. 

2:16) with its manifestation of specific acts of sin, 

contrary to God’s will, then it follows that “we 

lie,” that is, our lives are something false 

deliberately presented as being true, ironically yet 

another specific sin, the sin of lying, and is here a 

broad description of a wrong headed lifestyle. 

Because we lie, it cannot but be true that we “do 

not practice the truth” or better, “we do not the 

truth.” There is no word for “practice” in the 

Greek. 

3. (vs. 7) Walking in the light is the 

key to fellowship and cleansing: “but if we walk in 

the light as He Himself is in the light, we have 

fellowship with one another, and the blood of 

Jesus His Son cleanses us from all sin” (eja;n [“In 

the third class condition there is a wide variety of 

nuances found in the protasis, from hypothetical to 

probable. Some examples also involve a ‘present 

general’ reality.”
40

] de; ejn tw'/ fwti; [“light is the 

element and sphere of the Divine…or it is said of 

him that he is ejn tw'/ fwtiv”41
] peripatw'men [“the 

fig. mng…light, that illuminates the spirit and soul 

of man, is gener. the element in which the 

redeemed person lives, rich in blessings without 

and within…To be filled w. Christian truth means 

ejn tw'/ fwti; peripatei'n”42
] wJ" aujtov" ejstin ejn 

tw'/ fwtiv [“go about, walk 

around…lit…symbolically, and far on the way 

toward the nonliteral use of the word…Esp. in 

John…Corresp. 

ejn tw'/ fwtiv”43
] koinwnivan [“association, 

communion, fellowship, close 

relationship…{have} fellowship w. someone…w. 
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the Christian brethren”
44

; “for the living bond that 

unites Christians. It begins as fellowship with the 

Father and the Son {1:3, 6} by an abiding that 

commences here and is fulfilled hereafter {3:2, 24; 

4:13}. It issues in the family fellowship of 

believers”
45

; “Old word from koinwno"…partner 

for partnership, participation…Then it means 

fellowship or 

intimacy”
46

] e[comen met! ajllhvlwn kai; to; ai|ma 
[“fig…blood and life as an expiatory 

sacrifice…Esp. of the blood of Jesus as a means of 

expiation…Of the high-priestly sacrifice of 

Jesus”
47

; “The blood of Christ is supremely 

significant in the NT {1 Cor. 10:16; Eph. 2:13}—

not his material blood, but its shedding in violent 

death. This guarantees the new order {1 Cor. 

11:25}. This order includes forgiveness of 

sin”
48

]  jIhsou' tou' uiJou' aujtou' kaqarivzei [“make 

clean, cleanse, purify…fig…of moral and religious 

cleansing…cleanse, purify fr. sin”
49

; “to make 

clean, to cleanse…in a moral sense, from the 

defilement of 

sin”
50

] hJma'" ajpo; pavsh" aJmartiva" [“the moral 

consequence of having sinned - ‘guilt, sin.’…‘the 

death of Jesus his Son makes us clean from every 

sin’ {or ‘from all our guilt’}”
51

]). 

 The verse is set in obvious contrast, “but 

(de;),” to vs. 6, where John denied the possibility of 

claiming to have fellowship with God and yet 

walk in the darkness. If one makes such a claim, 

he is in fact lying and does not do the truth. John is 

answering the question here of what the case is “if 

(eja;n)” in fact “we walk in the light,” or live in the 

light. To walk or live in the light is to walk or live 

in the moral and spiritual light of the person of 

God Himself, which is reflected in the message 

(vs. 5) that we have received and is recorded for us 

forever in the pages of Scripture. To walk in the 

light is to live our lives with the perspective of 

God being the controlling dynamic in our motives, 
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intentions, thoughts, words, and deeds. It is to be 

cognizant of how He would have me be and act in 

any and every circumstance and to be determined 

by His grace and the power of His indwelling 

Spirit to be it and to do it. To walk in the light then 

is the quintessence of godliness because it is to 

live “as He Himself,” our loving Heavenly Father, 

“is in the light,” which He in fact is (vs. 5), that is, 

He is light and He is in the light of His own 

person, since ultimately there is no other source of 

light. 

 Assuming that this condition is met, the 

result then is that “we,” that is, John, the apostles, 

and His readers, including us, “have fellowship 

(koinwnivan) with one another,” believer with 

believer, and believers with God too, though that 

is not his thrust here without subtly changing the 

meaning of “we.” Yes, we have fellowship with 

one another, a fellowship not possible for those 

not walking in the light of the manifest realities of 

God’s person, or rationalizing a lifestyle to the 

contrary, which can be nothing other than walking 

in darkness, which is to permit the principles and 

value system of the world to guide one’s motives, 

intentions, thoughts, words, and deeds. 

 Does this mean that we will not sin? It 

means no such thing, as the next verse will show, 

but the wonderful truth is that, while we are 

walking in the light and enjoying wonderful 

fellowship with each other, “the blood (ai|ma) of 

Jesus His Son cleanses (kaqarivzei) us from all 

sin.” The reference in the term blood is to His “life 

as an expiatory sacrifice (and has in view the, ed.) 

high-priestly sacrifice of Jesus.”
52

 So John has in 

mind “not his material blood (as such, ed.), but its 

shedding in violent death.”
53

 We ordinarily think 

of these things in connection with initial salvation, 

but we are all dependent as believers on the same 

sacrifice for regular cleansing and fellowship with 

God. Here ironically the fellowship results in the 

cleansing. The order of things here is that we walk 

in the light, we have fellowship, and we are 

cleansed. However in this process we are cleansed 

from sins of which more than likely we are 

unaware. Sins of which we are aware call for the 

further action of confession, but what is 

                                                 
52Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

53Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

“cleansing”? Sin leaves us with the actual guilt of 

various spots and stains, whether felt of not, which 

stand figuratively for the guilt of that sin. If we are 

made aware of the sins that left these stains, there 

arises that inner sense of realization of 

wrongdoing, which makes us feel ashamed or even 

“dirty.” “Shame” is a “painful emotion caused by a 

strong sense of guilt, embarrassment, 

unworthiness, or disgrace.”
54

 Is this any way to 

live? It is the worst way to live, as you know, for 

any believer. 

 C. Recognizing sin and confessing it to 

maintain fellowship (5:8-10). 

  1. (vs. 8) We must acknowledge 

that we have sin: “If we say that we have no sin, 

we are deceiving ourselves, and the truth is not in 

us” (eja;n [Perhaps it is best to see this as a fifth 

class condition, since John “not saying that it is 

probable that”
55

 we will say that we “have no sin,” 

“Rather, he is simply stating a supposition {‘If A, 

then B’}.”
56

 Cf. Wallace’s comments on John 

5:31.] ei[pwmen [“abs. say, speak…w. o{ti 
foll.”

57
] o{ti aJmartivan [“a condition or 

characteristic quality, sinfulness, and is opposed to 

ajlhvqeia”58
; “the denial of the principle of 

sin”
59

] oujk e[comen eJautou;" [“the reflexive 

pronoun is used to highlight the participation of 

the subject in the verbal 

action”
60

] planw'men [“act…lead astray, cause to 

wander tinav someone…fig. mislead, deceive tinav 
someone…deceive oneself”

61
; “the opposite of 

truth as the divine reality, and planoµ�ntes are either 

false teachers or those who echo their words by 

denying sin”
62

] kai; hJ ajlhvqeia [“‘authenticity,’ 

‘divine reality,’ ‘revelation,’ especially in John, 

where this reality, as a possibility of human 

existence, is out of reach through the fall but is 

                                                 
54The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition copyright © 

1992 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Electronic version licensed from InfoSoft International, 

Inc. All rights reserved. 

55Wallace, Daniel B., Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics - Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament, 

(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 

56Wallace, Daniel B., Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics - Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament, 

(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 

57Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

58Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

59Robertson, Archibald Thomas, Word Pictures in the New Testament, (Nashville, Tennessee, USA: Sunday 

School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention) 1998, c1933. 

60Wallace, Daniel B., Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics - Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament, 

(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 

61Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

62Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 
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granted to faith through revelation by the 

word”
63

] oujk e[stin ejn hJmi'n). 
 We are probably not to suppose that 

“There is a danger here. When we are open before 

God and walking in true fellowship with the 

Father and the Son, we may not be conscious of 

the fact that we need continuous cleansing from 

‘the blood of Jesus Christ.’ Therefore, we may be 

tempted to claim that we are free from all sin, at 

least for the moment.”
64

 Rather the risk of 

claiming that we have no sin is far more likely 

traceable to the evil influence of proto-Gnostic 

teachers with their illusions of a false distinction 

between the material and spiritual realms. 

 Dealing with sin, therefore, has first to do 

with acknowledging its presence and reality in our 

lives in contrast to the approach of some the proto-

gnostics who effectively denied its reality, 

dismissing it as inconsequential because it was 

something that took place in the material realm. 

ATR put it this way regarding the statement that 

we have no sin; “This some of the Gnostics held, 

since matter was evil and the soul was not 

contaminated by the sinful flesh, a thin delusion 

with which so-called Christian scientists delude 

themselves today.”
65

 The spiritual realm was 

unaffected by such things so the proto-gnostics 

thought. John’s perspective was radically different, 

adding that, “If (eja;n - Perhaps a fifth class 

condition, since John ‘not saying that it is probable 

that’
66

 we will say that we ‘have no sin,’ ‘Rather, 

he is simply stating a supposition [“If A, then 

B”].’
67

) we” believers “say that we” believers 

“have (e[comen, lemma, e[cw, present, active, 

indicative) no sin (aJmartivan ‘lit., a missing of the 

mark, but this etymological meaning is largely lost 

sight of in the N.T. It is the most comprehensive 

term for moral obliquity,’
68

 which is ‘deviation 

from moral rectitude or sound thinking.’
69

)” The 

reference here then is “not to the past sinful life 

                                                 
63Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

64Hodges, Zane, C., The Epistles of John, (Irving: Grace Evangelical Society) 1999. 

65Robertson, Archibald Thomas, Word Pictures in the New Testament, (Nashville, Tennessee, USA: Sunday 

School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention) 1998, c1933. 

66Wallace, Daniel B., Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics - Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament, 

(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 

67Wallace, Daniel B., Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics - Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament, 

(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 

68Vine, W.E. and F.F. Bruce. Vine's Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words  : W.E. Vine ; 

Old Testament Edited by F.F. Bruce. electronic ed. Old Tappan NJ: Revell, 1981; Published in electronic form 

by Logos Research Systems, 1996. 34. 

69Inc Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary ., electronic ed of the 10th ed. (Springfield, 

MA: Merriam-Webster, Incorporated, 1993; Published in electronic form by Logos Research Systems, 1996). 

while unconverted, but to the present state 

wherein believers have sin even still.”
70

 

 If that is our claim, stated positively, “we 

are deceiving (planw'men Eng. ‘planet’ as a 

wandering star; ‘mislead, deceive…oneself’
71

;) 

ourselves,” stated negatively, “and the truth 

(ajlhvqeia) is not in us.” We may be perversely 

successful in talking ourselves into believing that 

we have no sin, but “We do not deceive others 

who know us.”
72

 It is not that the truth in not in us 

locally, but that it is not the controlling dynamic in 

our lives. There does seem to be a “practical 

equivalence of ‘we do not do the truth’ (verse 6) 

with the words ‘the truth is not in us’ here.”
73

 

2. (vs. 9) Having acknowledged 

that we sin, the next step is to confess it: “If we 

confess our sins, He is faithful and righteous to 

forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all 

unrighteousness” (eja;n (“In the third class 

condition there is a wide variety of nuances found 

in the protasis, from hypothetical to probable. 

Some examples also involve a ‘present general’ 

reality.”
74

; “This verse is frequently seen to be a 

more probable future condition. As such, it is 

sometimes viewed as referring to unbelievers who 

have not yet confessed their sins {though the we is 

problematic}. More likely, it is a present general 

condition in which the subject is distributive {‘if 

any of us’}. The subjunctive is thus used because 

of the implicit uncertainty as to who is included in 

the we.”
75

) oJmologw'men [The term occurs 26 

times in the NT: Mt. 7:23; 10:32 {bis}; 14:7; Lk. 

12:8 {bis}; Jn. 1:20 {bis}; 9:22; 12:42; Acts 7:17; 

23:8; 24:14; Rm. 10:9; 10:10; 1Tm. 6:12; Titus 

1:16; Hb. 11:13, 15; 1Jn. 1:9; 2:23; 4:2, 3, 15; 2Jn. 

7; Rev. 3:5; “confess…as a term in religious and 

moral usage…if we confess our sins”
76

; “to 

acknowledge a fact publicly, often in reference to 

previous bad behavior - ‘to admit, to confess.’…‘if 

we confess our sins’”
77

; “lit., to speak the same 
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thing {homos, same, legoµ, to speak}, to assent, 

accord, agree with, denotes, either…to confess by 

way of admitting oneself guilty of what one is 

accused of, the result of inward conviction”
78

; “‘to 

assure,’ ‘to promise,’ ‘to admit,’ or ‘to 

concede.’…admission of sin…{cf. the opposite in 

1:8} carries with it the idea of confession.”
79

; “as 

the conscience of the believer receives 

enlightenment, what formerly may have been done 

in ignorance becomes a sin against the light and 

demands a special confession, to receive 

forgiveness”
80

; Re: the “we” embedded in the vb., 

Wallace says, “We typically falls into one of three 

categories of usage: editorial {referring just to the 

author}, exclusive {referring just to the author and 

his associates}, or inclusive {referring to the 

author, his associates, and the readers}. To see the 

we in 1 John 1:9 as referring to unbelievers would 

be to take the pronominal referent to mean ‘you, 

but not me.’ Such is not impossible, of course, but 

it is highly unlikely and apparently otherwise 

unexampled in the NT.”
81

] ta;" aJmartiva" [“The 

action itself {aJmavrthsi"}, as well as its result 

{aJmavrthma}, every departure fr. the way of 

righteousness, both human and divine…Of 

sinners”
82

] hJmw'n pistov" [“pass. trustworthy, 

faithful, dependable, inspiring trust or faith…of 

pers…of God as the One in whom we can have 

full confidence”
83

; “a verbal adjective, akin to 

peithoµ…Passive, faithful, to be trusted, reliable, 

said of God”
84

; “the one true God. In the Sept. 

theos translates {with few exceptions} the Hebrew 

words Elohim and Jehovah, the former indicating 

His power and pre–eminence, the latter His 

unoriginated, immutable, eternal and self–

sustained existence…In the N.T., these and all the 

other Divine attributes are predicated of Him. To 

Him are ascribed, e.g., His unity, or monism, e.g., 

Mark 12:29; 1 Tim. 2:5; self–existence, John 5:26; 

immutability, Jas. 1:17; eternity, Rom. 1:20; 

universality, Matt. 10:29; Acts 17:26-28; almighty 
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80Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

81Wallace, Daniel B., Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics - Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament, 

(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 

82Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

83Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

84Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

power, Matt. 19:26; infinite knowledge, Acts 2:23; 

15:18; Rom. 11:33; creative power, Rom. 11:36; 1 

Cor. 8:6; Eph. 3:9; Rev. 4:11; 10:6; absolute 

holiness, 1 Pet. 1:15; 1 John 1:5; righteousness, 

John 17:25; 

faithfulness”
85

] ejstin kai; divkaio" [“upright, 
just, righteous…of God…W. pistov"”86

; “signifies 

‘just,’ without prejudice or partiality, e.g., of the 

judgment of God”
87

; “it denotes righteous, a state 

of being right, or right conduct, judged whether by 

the Divine standard, or according to human 

standards, of what is right. Said of God, it 

designates the perfect agreement between His 

nature and His acts {in which He is the standard 

for all men}…It is used…in the broad sense, of 

persons…of God”
88

] i{na [“If the context called 

for result, one need not hesitate to say so as in…I 

John 1:9”
89

; “Very oft. the final mng. is greatly 

weakened or disappears altogether. In this case the 

i{na—constr. serves…as a substitute for the inf. of 

result {‘ecbatic’ or consecutive use…}, when the 

result is considered probable, but not actual. But 

this distinction is not always strictly observed…So 

that”
90

; “Result  {Ina Clause {a.k.a. Consecutive or 

Ecbatic  {Ina}…This use of i{na + subjunctive 

expresses the result of the action of the main verb. 

It indicates a consequence of the verbal action that 

is not intended. The i{na is normally translated so 

that, with the result that…In classical Greek 

i{na was not used to indicate result. However, in 

the NT i{na is also used to express result, though 

only on a rare occasion…{possible}”
91

; “Purpose-

Result  {Ina Clause…Not only is i{na used for 

result in the NT, but also for purpose-result. That 

is, it indicates both the intention and its sure 

accomplishment…possible”
92

; “Epexegetical  {Ina 
Clause…The epexegetical i{na is the use of i{na 
after a noun or adjective to explain or clarify that 

noun or adjective…{footnote follows as expected, 

see above, ed.}…This could also be taken as 
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purpose-result or simply result.”
93

] ajfh'/ [“to 

release from legal or moral obligation or 

consequence”
94

; “cancel, remit, pardon…Also of 

remission of the guilt {debt} of sin…W. dat. of 

the pers. and acc. of the thing…remit, forgive 

debts…forgive aJmartia"v”95
; “primarily, to send 

forth, send away {apo, from, hieµmi, to send}, 

denotes, besides its other meanings, to remit or 

forgive…sins”
96

; “Those who reject Christ die in 

sin {1 Jn. 5:16-17}. But those who receive him 

find forgiveness {1 Jn. 1:9} as they confess their 

sin.”
97

; “forgiveness is received when God’s 

judgment is affirmed in the confession of 

sins”
98

] hJmi'n ta;" aJmartiva" kai; kaqarivsh/ [“of 

moral and religious cleansing…cleanse, purify fr. 

sin”
99

] hJma'" ajpo; pavsh" ajdikiva" [“unrighteousn
ess, wickedness, injustice…hence impossible in 

God…and at enmity w. truth”
100

; “It is defined as 

sin against God”
101

]). 

 Here is easily the most familiar verse in the 

context. We all know it, and probably understand 

it in essentially the correct way. Contrary to some 

modern writers, this is a verse written to believers 

about believers. Wallace says, “To see the we in 1 

John 1:9 as referring to unbelievers would be to 

take the pronominal (‘pronoun,’ ed.) referent to 

mean ‘you, but not me.’ Such…is highly unlikely 

and apparently otherwise unexampled in the 

NT.”
102

 The meaning then is that “if we” believers 

“confess (oJmologw'men) our sins,” an action that is 

obviously opposite of the previous vs. in which 

was stated the possibility of saying “that we have 

no sin.” To confess is therefore, “to acknowledge a 

fact…‘to admit, to confess.’”
103

 It is “lit., to speak 

the same thing (homos, same, legoµ, to speak), to 

assent, accord, agree with.”
104

 It is recognizing sin 

as sin and therefore adopting God’s perspective on 
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it. This, it would seem, precludes further planning 

to do it again. As we are walking in the light (vs. 

7), “we are in a position to be shown our failures; 

when that happens we should confess them.”
105

 

When we do, God as the light (vs. 5) and in the 

light (vs. 7), will inevitably act in a way that is 

consistent with His own character being “faithful 

(pistov") and righteous (divkaio"). That he is 

“faithful” means that He is “trustworthy (or) 

dependable…One in whom we can have full 

confidence”
106

 as totally “reliable.”
107

 That He is 

“righteous” means that He is, “upright, (or) 

just”
108

 and therefore, “without prejudice or 

partiality.”
109

 His own justice is not violated in 

forgiving others because of the work of Christ in 

actually paying for sin. Therefore God is “just and 

the justifier of the one who has faith in Jesus” 

(Rm. 3:26b), not only for justification as in Rm. 

3:26, but also for family forgiveness as here. That 

is exactly what He does when we confess our sins. 

It is His definite work “to (i{na Possibly ‘purpose-

result. That is, it indicates both the intention and 

its sure accomplishment.’
110

) forgive (ajfh'/) us our 

(ta;" lit. ‘the sins,’ prhps. a direct ref. to ‘the sins 

we confess.’
111

) sins.” To forgive is to “let go” or 

“send away” as with the scapegoat of Lev. 16 on 

the day of atonement (Lev. 16:20-22). It is “to 

release from legal or moral obligation or 

consequence.”
112

 When we confess our sins, God 

sets aside any claim to take action against us, even 

as His children, for the evil that we have done. 

 Still more, a further result of the overall 

purpose of God here is “to cleanse (kaqarivsh/) us 

from all unrighteousness (ajdikiva" “wickedness, 

injustice…at enmity w. truth”
113

).” What was said 

about cleansing in vs. 7 applies here, that is, God 

will also remove the actual guilt and sense of 

uncleanness that is the result of sinning. Of course, 

unrighteousness is simply another term for sin or 

conduct that is contrary to the righteous character 
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of God, mentioned in this very verse. He is 

righteous (divkaio") to cleanse us from all 

unrighteousness (ajdikiva"). Unrighteousness may 

differ from the term sin in that it may be “broader 

and covers any latent attitude or outlook that is 

sinful in character, whether or not it has found 

expression in overt sin.”
114

 If we confess the sins 

of which we are aware, God will cleanse us of the 

sins of which we are not aware, but failure to 

confess sins of which we are aware ends our 

fellowship with God.  

 That condition would lead to a need for 

repentance, but John had no reference to 

repentance here. He “is talking about those who 

discover sin while in fellowship with God, not 

those who have wandered away from Him or have 

lost some previous spiritual attainment. That is a 

separate issue. The audience of First John is 

spiritually stable and has nothing to repent of (see 

2:12-14, 21). Their task is to ‘abide,’ or ‘stay,’ in 

Christ and His truth (see 2:24, 28), not to ‘turn 

back’ to Him.”
115

 

3. (vs. 10) We also must not say 

that we have not sinned in the past: “If we say that 

we have not sinned, we make Him a liar, and His 

word is not in us” (eja;n ei[pwmen [“abs. say, 

speak…w. o{ti 
foll.”

116
] o{ti oujc hJmarthvkamen [“Extensive 

Perfect {a.k.a. Consummative Perfect}…The 

perfect may be used to emphasize the completed 

action of a past action or process from which a 

present state emerges. It should normally be 

translated in English as a present perfect. This 

usage is common.”
117

; “lit., to miss the mark, is 

used in the N.T…of sinning against God…by 

man”
118

] yeuvsthn [“liar…make someone a 

liar”
119

] poiou'men [“active…do, make…of 

actions that one undertakes, of events or states of 

being that one brings about do, cause, bring about, 

accomplish, prepare etc…w. a double accusative, 

of the obj. and the pred…make someone or 

someth. {into} someth. The predicate acc. is a 

noun…Claim that someone is someth., pretend 
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that someone is someth.”
120

; “causative verb…If 

we say that we have not sinned, we cause him to 

be a/the liar”
121

; “to do, to make…to declare one 

or oneself 

anything”
122

] aujto;n kai; oJ lovgo" [“speaking…of 

revelation by God…of the divine revelation 

through Christ and his 

messengers”
123

] aujtou' oujk e[stin ejn [“of 

place…to indicate a very close connection…fig., 

of pers., to indicate the state of being filled w. or 

gripped by someth.: in someone=in his innermost 

being…Of the Divine Word”
124

] hJmi'n). 
 This is the third negative “if we say… 

(then…)” in the context (vv. 6, 8, 10). In this final 

one, he says, “If we say” or again, claim, “that we 

have not sinned (hJmarthvkamen ‘The perfect may 

be used to emphasize the completed action of a 

past action or process from which a present state 

emerges.’
125

),” that is, if we say that we have not 

completed the act of having sinned in the past, 

which has lingering results, “we make Him,” that 

is, God, “a liar (yeuvsthn),” that is, we “make 

(Him, ed.) (into)” a liar, or out to be a liar, “or 

perhaps we “pretend that”
126

 He “is”
127

 a liar. This 

is a serious charge, for as we agree with proto-

gnosticism’s dualism, we find ourselves to be 

saying that God is deliberately telling us things 

that are not true. Consequently, “His word is not in 

us,” that is, the light of His word is no longer the 

controlling dynamic in our lives. It cannot be 

otherwise. 

 

III Conclusion 

 John’s fundamental truth is the that “God 

is light, and in Him there is no darkness at all (vs. 

5). The conditional sentences follow making 

various statements and assertion in view of that 

reality. There are the three false claims of vv. 6, 8, 

and 10. If we say the false thing in the “a” portion 

of the verse, the protasis, then the “b” portion, the 
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apodosis follows, that is “we lie and do not 

practice the truth” (vs. 6b), “we are deceiving 

ourselves, and the truth is not in us” (vs. 8b), and 

“we make Him a liar, and His word is not in us” 

(vs. 10b). On the other hand, in vv. 7 and 9, there 

are some similar but positive conditional 

sentences, that is, the condition having been met in 

vs. 7, “we have fellowship with one another, and 

the blood of Jesus His Son cleanses us from all 

sin,” and in vs. 9, “He is faithful and righteous to 

forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all 

unrighteousness.” It seems plain enough what the 

implications are for us. In what category would we 

rather be today? 


